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Read more here, or skip on:

INSIDE PHARMA

ALL ABOUT LOTS, TOXIC OR OTHERWISE
WHAT DO THE REGULATIONS SAY ABOUT LOTS? The FDA cGMP
definitions can be found here. Below is a definition of a lot (batch) and lot
number Lot means a batch, or a specific identified portion of a batch, having
uniform character and quality within specified limits…

Read more

7 months ago · 6 likes · 9 comments · Hedley Rees

Now we need to go onto FDA de�nitions:

Batch means a speci�c quantity of a drug or other material that is intended to have

uniform character and quality, within speci�ed limits, and is produced according to a
single manufacturing order during the same cycle of manufacture.

Lot number, control number, or batch number means any distinctive combination of
letters, numbers, or symbols, or any combination of them, from which the complete
history of the manufacture, processing, packing, holding, and distribution of a batch or
lot of drug product or other material can be determined.

Hedley explains with the help of wallpaper (recording):

1.0× 0:00 -6:31

““Curious to note the leaked Pfizer contract(s) state "the Participating
Member State acknowledges that the Vaccine shall not be serialized."“

FDA definition of batch and batch number
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The mRNA vaccines were only part-�nished, and not unit doses, when they le� the
manufacturer, so could not have been serialized. They also had to bypass the long-
established wholesale distribution networks in the various countries, because they were
not geared up for frozen or ultra-frozen temperatures. These wholesale distributors

must have licenses, based on compliance with Good Distribution Practice (GDP), before
they are allowed to operate. This all amounts to gross non-compliance with safe
working practices, in place to keep patients safe from errors and malintent.

Thank you for reading INSIDE PHARMA. This
post is public so feel free to share it.

13 Comments

Key takeaway

Where have FDA, EMA and MHRA been?

Write a comment…

3 replies by Hedley Rees and others

Cheryl Grainger Liked by Hedley Rees

Over time reports have been given about the vials being kept at -70oC and kept at special
units that could cope with these temperatures and then as time went by there didn't seem to
be the need for temperatures so low?

Were the vaccines designed like this to get around GDP?

5 Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

JLo2112 Liked by Hedley Rees

Aside from the mRNA technology, this was my biggest concerns about the shots. Quality
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